LOS ANGELES CENTER STUDIOS where you need to be >

LOS ANGELES CENTER STUDIOS is a full-service
studio anchoring a constellation of entertainment-related
companies on a 20-acre campus just west of downtown
Los Angeles. The supportive, synergistic environment
has created a dynamic community for individuals in
the film, television, music, gaming, and other creative
industries. We pride ourselves on being a customer
service-focused resort for the entertainment industry.
With 450,000 square feet of ‘Class A’ and production
office space, six state-of-the-art sound stages, a backlot
with numerous practical locations, and a full range of
services and amenities available on-site, LACS is widely
considered Los Angeles’ premier independent studio.

“We’ve had shows that in a week have gone from seven to 150 employees and
managed to instantly open up offices to accommodate all those employees.
Then, six weeks later, we’re back to seven employees, a more skeleton crew,
and just like that we’re into an office more appropriate.” – Sam Sokolow, TV Producer
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“I love the setting here. The fact that we can be in beautiful stages and then do practical
locations here as well. In my opinion, it’s better than a backlot. Los Angeles Center Studios
is central to everything. It’s close to Hollywood and the Westside. Location-wise, it’s ideal.”
– Rick Schuler, Location Manager, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Adaptation, Swordfish, Fight Club, The Game
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“Our experience at Los Angeles Center Studios was wonderful. It is a fabulous venue with many
different locations on a great lot with dramatic downtown views. The venue, when coupled with the
gourmet catering and accommodating staff of the Studio, makes this one of the best fundraisers
we throw each year. There is something magical about the venue; we can’t wait to come back!”
– Towalame Austin, Executive Vice President, Magic Johnson Foundation
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IT’S ALL HERE

Whether you’re an entertainment-

related company looking for a new home or a production
looking for turnkey space in an atmosphere crackling
with excitement, Los Angeles Center Studios is the perfect
solution. Everything you need is at your fingertips: worldclass creative office space, cutting edge sound stages,
multiple practical locations, support services, and a helpful
and knowledgeable staff. You can do it all at Los Angeles
Center Studios. Contact Los Angeles Center Studios today to
become part of a vibrant, creative entertainment community.

CALL 213.534.3000
OR VISIT WWW.LACENTERSTUDIOS.COM

1201 West Fifth Street, Suite T-110, Los Angeles, California 90017-2019
T 213.534.3000 F 213.534.3001 WWW.
WWW.LACENTERSTUDIOS.COM
LACENTERSTUDIOS.COM

